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sense, physical science. Now, there are two kinds of physical is fit for systematic instruction of any kind, it is fit for a modicun
science ; the one regards form and the relation of forns to one of science.
another ; the other deals with causes and effects. In many of what People talk of the difliculty of teaching young children such
we tern our sciences, these two kinds are mixed up together; but matters, and in the same breath insist upon their learning their
systematic botany is a pure example of the former kind, and physics Catechism, which contains propositions far harder to comprehend
of the latter kind of science. Every educational advantage which than any thing in the educational course I have proposed. Again,
training in physical science can give is obtainable froin the proper I an incessantly told that ve who advocate the introduction of
study of these two ; and I should be contented, for the present, if science into schools make no allowance for the stupidity of the
they, added to our rdkunde, furnished the whole of the scientific average boy or girl ; but, in my belief that stupidity, in nine cases
curriculum of schools. Indeed, I conceive it would be one of the ont of ten, "fit, non 'scit1r," and is developed by a long process -
greatest boons which could be conferred upon England, if hence- of parental and pedagogic repression of the natural intellectual ap-
forward every child in the country ivere instructed in the gencral petites, accompanied by a persistent attempt to create artificial ones
knowledge of the things about it-in the elements of physics and for food which is not only tasteless, but essentially indigestible.
of botany. But I should be still better pleased if there could be Those who urge thedifiicultyof instructing youngpeoplein science
added somewhat of chemistry, and an elementary acquaintance with are aptto forget another very important condition of success-import-
human physiology. ant in all kinds of teaching, but most essential, I am disposed to

So far as school education is concerned Ivant to go no further think, when the seholars are very young. This condition is, that
just now ; and I believe that such instruction would make an ex- the teacher should hniself really and practically know his subject.
cellent introduction to that preparatory scientific tr!tining which I.he does, he will bo able to speak of it in the easy language, and
as I have indicated, is so essential for the successful pursuit of our with the completeness of conviction, with which he talks of any
niost important professions. But this modicum of instruction must ordinary every-day matter. If he does not, he will be afraid to

be so given as to insure real knowledge and practical discipline. wander bcyond the limits of the technical phraseology which he
If scicntific education is to be dealt witîh as mere book-work, it will has got up ; and a dead dogmatism, which oppresses or raises op-
he better not to atteimpt it, but to stick to the Latin grainmar, position, will take the place of the lively confidence, born of per-
which makes no pretence to be any thing but book-work. sonal conviction, which cheers and encourages the emmently syn-

pathetic mind of childhood.
If the great benefis of scicntific training are sought, it is essential I have already hinted that such scientilic training as we seek for

that such training should be real, that is to say, that the mind of may be given witlout making any extravagant claim upon the tinetheschlarsliuldbe brought initu d-irect relation witb fact, that liothe scholar should be bought tg dir e relation with fac that u ef now devoted to education. We ask only for "a most favored
should not merely nation" clause in our treaty with the schoolmaster ; we demand nO
his own intellect and abiity that the thing is so, and no otherwisem
The great peculiarity of scientiic traing, that virtue of which othertsigthl science sao have as much time given to it as anY

it ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ý canth oice yayohrdicpiewitocoi îi er sigle subject-say four hours a week in each class of au'it cannot be relaced I y any otnier dî*.cipline whiatso)ever, is thus orinar schol
brigin o th iiiid eit-ety iitocoitat wthfac, ad racisiigordinary sehool.

bringing of the nuind dircty it contact witb fact, and practisig For the present, I think men of science would be well content
the intellect in the comspietesît form of induction ; that is to say, i with such an arrangement as this ; but speaking from myself, I do
drawing conclusions from particular facts made known by immediate not pretend to believe that such an arrangement can be, or will be,
observation of nature. permanent. In these times the educational tree seems to have its

The other studies which enter into ordinary education do not roots in the air, its leaves and flowers in the ground ; and I confess 1
discipline the mind in this way. Mathematical training is alnost should very much like to turn it upside down, so that its roots might
purely deductive. The mnathenatician starts with a few simple be solidily imbecdded among the facts of nature, and draw thence a
propositions, the proof of which is so obvions that they are called sound nutriment for the foliage and fruit of literature and of art.
self-evident, and the rest of bis work consists of subtile deductions No educational system can have a claim to permanence unless it
fron thei. Tie teahing of ioggages, at any rate as ordinarily recognizes the truth tihat education bas two great ends to which
practised, is of the samle general nature-authority and tradition every thing else m'ust be subordinated. The one of these is to in-
furnisb the data, ul the mendtl operations of the scholar are crease knowledge ; the other is to develop the love of right and the
deductive. hatred of wrong.

Again, if history be the subject of study, the facts are still taken With wisdoms and uprightness a nation can make its way worthily,
upon the evidence of tradition and authority. You cannot make a and beauty will follow in the footsteps of the two, even if she be not
boy sec the battle of Thermopyls for himself, or know of bis own specially invited ; while there is, perhaps, no sight in the whole
knowledge that Cromwell once ruled England. There is no getting world mure saddening and more revolting than is offered by mie"
into direct contact with natural fact by this road ; there is no dis- sunk in ignorance of every thing but what other men have written ;
pensing with authority, but rather a resting upon it. seemingly devoid of moral belief or guidance, but with the sense of

il all theso respects, science differs from other educational dis- bcauty so kecn, and the power of expression se cultivated, that
cipline, and prepares the scholar for coînuson life. Wthat have we tieir scnsual caterwauling may be alnmost mistaken for the musie Of
to( do in every-day life ? Moat of the business which denands our the spheres.
attention is iatter of fact, which needs, in the first place, to be At present, education is almost entirely devoted to the cultivatioi
accurately observed or apprehended ; in the second, to be inter- of the power of expression and of the sense of literary beauty.
preted by inductive and deductive reasonings, which are altogether The matter of having any thing te say beyond a hash of other
similar in their nature to those ensployed in science. In the one people's opinions, or of possessing any criterioi of beauty, so that
case, as in the other, whatever is taken for granted is so taken at we iay distinguish between the Godlike and the devilish, is left
one's own peril ; fact and roason are the ultimate arbiters, and aside as of no moment. 1 think I do not err in saying that if
patience and honesty are the great ielpers out of difliculty. science were made the foundation of education, instead of belng,

But, if scientific training is to yield its inost eninent results, it at most, stuck on as a cornice to the edifice, this state of things
must, I repeat, be made practical. That is to say, in explaining to could not exist.
a child the general phenomlsena of nature, you must, as far as In advocating the introduction of physical science as a leading
possible, give reality to your teaching by object-lessons. ; in teach- element in education, I by noumeans refer only to the higher school.
ing him botany, he must liandle tie plants and dissect the flowers On the contrary, I believe that such a change is even more il'
for himself ; in teaching him physies and chemsistry, you must not peratively called for in those primary schools in which the child-
be solicitous to fill hims with information, but you must be careful ren of the poor are expected to turn to the best account the little
that what he learns he knows of his owi knîowledge. Don't bo timse they can devote to the acquisition of knowledge. A great
satisfied with telling Iimus that a imagnet attracts iron. Let Lhim sec step in this direction bas already been made by the establisimneint
that it does ; let him fuel the pull of the one upon the other for him- of science-classes under the departmsent of science and art--
self. And, especially, tell hims that it is his duty tu doubt untilhe is mseasure whici came into existence unnoticed, but which will, I be'
coipelled, by tleabsoluiteauthorityof nature,tbeievethat whichis lieve, turn out to b of more importance to the welfare of the
written inbooks. Pursuethis discipline carefully and conscientiously, peuple tIan any political changes, over which the noise of batte
and you nay make sure that, howeverscanty may ho the measure of has rnt the air.
information which you have poured into the boy's mind, yo have Under the regulations to which I. refer, a schoolmaster can set UP
created an intellectual habit cf pricless value mn iractici life. a class in one or more branches of science ; his pupils will be eL'

One is constantly asked, When should this sieintilie education amined, and the State will pay him, at a certain rate for all WE"
be connsenced ? I should say, with the dawn of intelligence. As succeed in passing. I have acted as an examiner under this Systern
I have already said, a child seeks for information about msatters of froin the beginning of its establishment, and this year I expect o
ihysical science as soon as it begins to talk. The first teaching it have not fewer thais a couple of thousand sets of answers to n1o

w-ants is ain object-leson of one sort or another ; and as soon as it tions in Physiolugy, nainly froisi young people of the artisan c "


